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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEKEIT • 
• 
• 
• 

There will be a new, bigger and better Interplanetary * 

News magazine after the first of the new year. It will have • 

a alight change in its name, the new name being "Interplanetary * 
News Digest". • 

The new magazine will appear as soon as possible after 
Jan, let, 1954. It will have more features and present as 
many contacts as possible with our Space and Cosmic Friends. 
These communications are for the general public, to prepare 
our people for actual landings of our Friends from various 
planets and stare. These Cosmic Friends are lovingly aiding 
us to a better understanding of God's Light and they will not . 
only land in the �pen, before la�ge masses of people here on 
earth, but will also, walk with us and touch us with their 
forms and their light of a higher consciousness • 

The purpose and policy of this magazine is to bring to 
our earth people the truth about our Space and Cosmic Friends 
and what they represent. Also, why they are descending into 
our midst. 
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Also, the new " Interplanetary News Digest" is being print-
• ed and published for me by the New Age Publishing Company at 

1542 Glendale Blvd, Los Angeles 26, California. 

There will be five (5) issues at .50 each or $2.00 sub
scription price for all five. 
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In order to expedite matters so that you may get the next 
• 

issue as soon as possible, please send you name and address • 
with $2.00 directly to me in care of the New Age Publishing co. • 

INTERPLANETARY NEWS DIGEST EDITOR 
c/o New Age Publishing Co., 
1542 Glendale Blvd., 
Los Angeles 26, California 
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THE COVER 

l 
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• The symbols painted on the cover, came out of the Universal • 

• Principle in my own consciousness. With it came this message for • 
• humanity in this earth. * 

• • 

• 
* 

• 

"Out of the Eternal Timelessness down into time comes the 
Spirit of the Cosmos to manifest within Itself. 

• 
• 
• 

• Oh Man - Thou art one with Caueet Release thyself from thy * 

• childish observations, that thou may become One with Me, the * 

• Eternal Observer, and One with Me, the Caus·e. 11 • 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

UNI VERBAL LAW 
••••••••••• 

(By Tae, Lord of our Planet Shan, the Earth. Received through 
Geo. Van Tassel, former test flight engineer. This is a Reprint from 
the Proceedings of the College of Universal Wisdom, Volume 1, number 3 • 

Geo. w. Van Tassel, Director; Theodore Berger, Editor. P. o. Box 45, 
Joshua Tree, California.) 
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In the unseen realm seven stages of Universal Law apply directly to 
the being of man. Of these the first ia gender. The One Creator created 
man in true being, male and female. But man, through centuries of decline, 
because of hie self-conscious state became separated in his gender and 
hence the story of Adam and the rib. Man has continued to decline until 
he no longer recognizes the other half of himself. Occasionally, there 
is one who is said to have discovered 1love at first eight.• This being 
the identity of the �nder of the opposite vibration and is the oomplation 
of the whole being. Kan is now separated to the extent that the female 
half of him may be in the unseen realm cycles behind, or again ahead of 
him. Until the balance of man is established within himself, he cannot 
reoonize his own true vibratory opposite and until such recognition is 
possible, man cannot become the oneness of himself in gender as he was at 
the creation. All things are created in gender oppoeitiea - oneness or 
separation • 

The second law of the unseen is the oauae of things to be. Kan con
siders himself to be the oause of many things, forgetting that the Creator 
is the cause of man. Only through a vibratory opposite can the flux of 
current be circulated by cause and this is accomplished through 

The third law - the polarity. Polarity established the flux of the 
poles, both the positive and negative, in such a manner that cause may 
activate and produce results, but polarity cannot produce these vibratory 
results without 

Vibration, which is the fourth law, Vibration is the center record 
and the emanation of polarity current, but vibration of itself would con
flict with other emanations were it not for 

The fifth law - Rhythm. Rhythm is the wave that oscillates in op
position, to maintain levels of vibration. And rhythm is dependent upon 

The sixth law - Relativity, or the relation between the other lawa • 

Relativity separating and acting as the balance between 

The seventh law - Mentality. For Mentality is the means by which 
these laws can operate in man but it is subject to discord and vibratory 
receptivity that man cannot discern, thereby living by erroneous inspira
tion. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
* COLLECTOR'S ITEM • 
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• 
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The first four (4) issues of the Interplanetary News Magazine for • 
• September, October, November and December 1953, may be secured for 11.00. • 
• However, there is only a limited number of them left,so hurry! 
• 

• 
• 
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ARCH or THI JIRKAMEHT 
• • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

( By Desca, Master Instructor from the Fourth Density. Received 
through Geo. Van Taseel. This ia a Reprint from the Proceedings of the 
College of Universal Wisdom, p .• o. aox 45, Joshua Tree, California. Vol. 1 
No. 2. ) 

There are many things going on unknown and unseen by you. One of 
these conditions is the condensation of a ring around this planet at your 
equator line. This ring has always been here unknown to your men of 
science; similar to the visible rin� of your planet Surma, called Saturn. 
In our terms, this is known as the 'Arch of the Firmament". It is referred 
to throughout or sector system aa the divisions of Equa. 

As this ring will soon be discovered by your science, they will then 
comprehend more about Light-energy. This ring maintains balanced inter
change of power through the crust and atmosphere of this planet, and all 
planets that revolve. It is the prime cause of vortices turning clockwise 
in the northern hemisphere and anti-clockwise in the southern hemisphere. 
You will discover vines climb in spirals in the same direction of rotation, 
opposite to each other in opposite hemispheres • .  

The condensation of the ring, though requiring many years to become 
visible to the unaided eye, will bring about stabilization of this planet 
and cause the end of your seasons. Scientists will register this as a 
natural occurrence but let me inform you, that many thousands of beings 
trained in the control of vortioe condensation are working diligently on a 
long hard assignment to bring this condition about. A thousand years from 
now one may look at the earth from other planets and see rin� similar to 
those surrounding Saturn. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  

JIAGNITOD 

( By nesca. This is a Reprint from the "Proceedings" Vol. 1. No. 3.) 

As I have explained, the solar system is in a sense a larger atom 

with the sun in the center and the planets in their orbits. Each sector, 

of which there are twelve, has ita own orbit and is composed of suns, ne
bulae planets moons etc. These sectors become again larger electrons 

or pl�nets to bther c�ntering suns, and so ad infinitum. To use your 

obsolete expression of measurement; inlight years a sector varies in size 

even as planets vary in sizes. The sectors in this eystem, Vela, vary in 

their diameters from six hundred thousand million light years to twenty

two hundred thousand million light years. Each electron sector of the Vela 

sun is of negative nature, oomposed of several thousand inhabited solar 

systems. The sector system of �rela is again an electron to a much larger 

sector system, the diameter of which would require me 32 ainutes of your 

time to quote the figures of your light years. This macrooosmic atom 

structure increases infinitely beyond any comprehension I could give you. 

�e have found, understanding in full what your advanced minds call the 

fourth dimension, but, we have not yet begun to fathom the immensity of 

the Universe. 

Progression ia only recorded by change and one who understands even 
his present environment is indeed a master. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  

ETONYA, LAND OF BANDED BEAUTY 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  

(Continued from November issue, with the following corrections. 
The real title of this poem is "GOD PROVIDED-MAN DIVIDED• and this was 
received via ESP by Geo. H. Williamson and his group of Co-Workers from 
the Space Beings.) 

Look to Himl Look for Himl Work for Him! Watch for Himl 
Man of earth, tear down that earthl 
Bathe thine eyes so thou can see 
What immortal realms to be, to be, to bel 
Etonya, land of forested banded beauty 
To the earth that knows great dearth, 
That says, "Thou art my brother" and turns and kills another! 
Am I not my brother'& keeper? 
For earth's grim reaper, is not known in the starry band. 
In truth, not known in any land, except one house. 
One fallen house, that is a land that shall not standJ 
America! You who cry out, 1God is with us beyond a doubt". 
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You must first see the truth! That one house alone will be complete! 
Will not turn Sun Heat! 
Divine Love from the Father has been encased in a tomb, 
Now release itl Now free itl 
Let the glorious golden light reach through the earth, Delightl 
What has this earth to proclaim? 
When there shall come the latter rain from above? 
The former rain has come to you, Oh man. 
You toiled; you listen-ed; there was a harvest re·aped; 
But almost, the earth was asleep. 
Now from the Father to you, Oh man, there comes another M&DI 
He slumbers not; He wavers not; In things of spirit He is strong! 
He knows but right. His strength does find the Father's strength. 
Comes to you as brother must, when on earth there is rust, 
But as dust is eating slowly, and has devoured the very select. 
Above we stand! For you we landl 
Soon brothers, we, hand in hand, arm in arm, cheek to cheek 
And heart to heart, aa brothers should be, 
Our women strong at our side, looking into the depth of soul. 
We of Etonya, see your heart; it is pure; it is a flame. 
As you are looking into our eyes �nd our hearts, we grasp your heart, 
As our hand grasps the f orma, the Fath er has proclaimed shall meetl 
Your forms, I shall touchl My form, you will touch! 
You will.have known my spirit, 
Now we will join our brothers in the house that was incomplete. 
Now we hall know the love to welcome our brother from this land, 
Starry band. Planned. ProvidedJ Not divided! 
With our brother we do stand before our Infinite Father. 
His joy is immense! A sensei 
The creation smiles, for a wayward child has come home, 
And the dome of heaven sighs! 
Awakening Father in the skye drops to earth! 
Blue of sky, Gold of Sun! 
Man of earth, thou art immortal! 
Man of earth, thour art as a portal. 
Look up and be as of OneJ 
And loving tenderly, we take your hand, 
For we, older brothers guiding you, as He guides usJ 
Thrilling in each other•s level 

(continued on next page) 
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Man has put away his playthings, and dusty gods. 
Dust must be brazen brass, Idol, rust must be. 
But the Fathe r, greater than everness, in splendor, 
And we stand at astral door: 
For this unit now complete, looks beyond 
Even glimpsing worlds that bow at His feet. 
As we see in the vastness, and blackness of evil, 
We cannot see as the Father sees, as we leave this unit. 
But we are sad when we leave this unit, 
Where our brothers of this earth have a dearth. 
Now we come, hand-in-hand, and go on. We can grogressl 
We can grasp the beauty throughout the Omniverse. 
There is a strain, a note unreal, unknown not weird 
Then with zeal, reality shall be ours. 
Man from earth, no lon�r insane, because of rain, 
Has lain aside clay boots, and shoots heaven-ward. 
Our brothers return! Hie word fulfilled! 
A new heaven and earth. 

· 

Glory to the Father: Now Son to the Spiritl 
Trinity in three. For me: For thee! 
Our hand is waiting for your grasp. Reach up, the time is at lastl 
Glory to the Infinite Father, who is the Father to us all. 
Given under my hand, this,your first day of November, 1952, 
Through my beloved brothers of Etonya, 

I am Ponnar. 

The foregoing was an address from Ponnar of the planet 
Hatonn, of the galactic System of Andromeda. He spoke for the 
people of Etonya, planet of the 5th orbit, or Jupiter, of our 
Bolar system. 

He was introduced by Sedat, Ke eper of Records, at the 
Universe Temple of Records on Hatonn. 

••••••••••••••••• 

"THE SAUCERS SPEAK" 
By George H. Williamson and Alfred c. Bailey 

" THE SAUCERS SPEAK" 
By George H. Williamson and Alfred C. Bailey 

A Documentary Report of Interstellar Communication 
By Radiotelegra�hy. 

The amazing experience of Dr. Williamson and associates is fully 

described together with a transcript of communications received and the 
affidavit of the witnesses present. A remarkable book you will not want 
to mise. Ready about Jan. 1st, 1954, but order your copy now, as the 
edition is limited. $2. 00 postpaid. 

NEW AGE PUBLISHING CO. 

1542 Glendale Boulevard · Los Angeles 26, Calif. 
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NEWS OF SPACE CRAFT AND COMMENTS 

• •••••••• • • • • •• • • •••••• • • •• • • ••••• •••• •••• • ••••••• ••••• • • •• • • • • • •• • • ••••• 

On Wednesday, November the 18th, at about noon, a large silver 
whi te object was sighted by a group of construction engineers, who were 
about eight miles out of Twentynine Palms on the Amboy Road. The silver 
white bright object was near the high noon sun, too far away and too 
large for it to be a plane of our earth. It suddenly disappeared odt of 
the vision of the group. 

This large silver white space ship is evidently a mother space craft. 
The description of it resembles the same space craft seen over England in 
the month of November of this year. 

In the Dec. 8, 1953 issue of the Los An�les Herald Express, there 
appeared an interesting article. It was written by Gobind Behari Lal, 
Hearst newspaper science editor. 

He writes that according to a new theory of the universe expressed 
by Sir Harold Spencer Jones, B·ri tain' 8 astronomer royal, there is a new 
Garden of Eden forming in space every instant. That matter ls being 
created all the time, and that it has been going on always and will go on 
and on. 

This means that matter is being created out of nothing physical at 
all. Energy, such as radiant energy or light, and matter, atoms and so 
on, are the same physical substance. The new idea is that energy and 
matter, apart from being changed from one into another, are being created 
freshly all the ti.e. 

Sir Harold Spencer Jones states, "There is the posaibility, then, of 
new solar gyetems, planetary systems, being formed continuously. Worlds 
like the earth must be emerging all the time • • • • . • •  " 

Sir Jones is coming close to what the classical Chinese realized 
years ago. And that is that the eta , suns and moons were as curds form-
ing in space. In other words, there nothing more empty then a "solid" 
and the more solid it is, the more e i t  becomes. And nothing ia more 
well filled then a so-called vacuum. 

A reader writes, 
of Etonya at last. 

to see that you got the message 

6 

There is much of love from our Elder Brothers in that. If only peo
ple generally could realize that we do have Elder Brothers living on many 
other worlds and they do take an interest in this " los t race " on earth. 
They are willing to help us rise to new heights of beauty love and under
standing - but we mak·e the job so tough for them. Mankind, too

' 
often 

bites the hand that would feed him. Once we learn Brotherhood, I believe 
tha t we will not only make widespread con tact with the Space Beings but, 
that we will be permitted even to visit several of their worlds. Then we 
will begin to comprehend something of the real extent of the Kingdom of 
Heaven and the far flung reaches of our Creator's handiwork 

Your Interplanetary News can be of help in raising peopled conscious
ness to that higher level which is necessary for us to attain EVEN TO 
GUARANTEE OUR 0\VN SURVIVAL! 

••••••••••• 
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